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Abstract. In groundwater modelling, robust parameterisation of sub-surface parameters is crucial towards obtaining an agreeable model performance. Pilot point is an alternative in parameterisation step to correctly configure the distribution of parameters into a model. However, the methodology given by the current studies are considered less practical to be applied on real catchment conditions. In this study, a practical approach of using geometric features of pilot point and distribution of hydraulic gradient over the catchment area is proposed to efficiently configure pilot point distribution in the calibration step of a groundwater model. A development of new pilot point distribution, Head Zonation-based (HZB) technique, which is based on the hydraulic gradient distribution of groundwater flow, is presented. Seven models of seven zone ratios (1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30) using HZB technique were constructed on an eogenetic karst catchment in Rote Island, Indonesia and their performances were assessed. This study also concludes some insights into the trade-off between restricting and maximising the number of pilot points and offers a new methodology for selecting pilot point properties and distribution method in the development of a physically-based groundwater model.

1. Introduction
In groundwater modelling, accurate estimation of groundwater discharge over a catchment requires a proper approach in the parameterisation step [1,2]. In the parameterisation step, parameters are conditioned until the simulated values match the observed measurements. Proper distribution of spatial variations of parameters that could represent intrinsic heterogeneity of the geologic formation, in the absence of adequate pre-measured parameter values, is a challenge for modellers [1,3]. To cope with data limitation, modellers often use numerically aided geostatistical techniques with the aid of high-speed processors. An alternative to the classical zonation method, pilot-point method (PPM) [4] is a geostatistical technique that has been widely used in different hydrogeological conditions in many parts of the world [5,6,7]. However, organising pilot points into a model to achieve a good fit is still considered subjective and less user-friendly for real case examples [8]. Thus, we introduce a practical head zonation-based (HZB) method to assign pilot points in each head guided zone of the model domain by incorporating the practical zone ratio. Therefore, the main objectives of this paper were to present a modelling-oriented analysis of groundwater flow to:

- investigate the impact of pilot-point properties (number, distance and distribution method) on
  the calibration of groundwater models using HZB method; and
provide recommendations on the selection of pilot-point properties (zone ratio) to obtain a better calibration result of a groundwater model assessed by statistical measures.

2. Materials and methodology

2.1. Study area

This study exercised the catchment of Oemau spring located in Rote island, Indonesia, geographically located between latitudes 10°46′42.17″S ~ 10°43′36.91″S and longitudes 123°3′14.84″E ~ 123°9′17.64″E. Having a topographically bounded surface-drainage basin area of 20.11 km² (figure 1a), the spring is located around 3 km from Ba’a, the capital of the Rote Island.
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Figure 1. (a) Topography of Oemau spring catchment; (b) conceptual model of the modelled area.

Amoosonal climate characterised by two distinct seasons: dry (May-November) and wet (December-April) dominates the study area [9]. Humidity is 75-92% and annual rainfall is between 1000 and 2300 mm. Karst landscape characterised by carbonate formations dominates the area. Typified by the absence of preferential flow paths and conduits and geomorphologically characterised by low karstification degree, the area is grouped as an eogenetic karst [10].

2.2. Groundwater model

Seven models were developed using HZB method and used to simulate the groundwater flow. The pilot-point distribution is based on the hydraulic-gradient distribution of groundwater flow. Several studies have demonstrated that the groundwater elevation often follows the spatial distribution of hydraulic conductivity [11,12]. It was found that the gradient of groundwater contours relatively corresponds to the hydraulic conductivity of the region. In areas with low conductivity, water travels slower implying a high hydraulic gradient of groundwater. Similarly, the hydraulic gradient would be lower when travelling through a high conductivity area. Therefore, the hydraulic gradient can be used as an initial graphical indication of hydraulic conductivity distribution. In this method, the catchment was divided into four zones following a 40-m head difference between hydraulic head contours [13,14].

The interval is considered sufficient to allow ample space for placing numerous pilot points and to spatially incorporate the subsurface heterogeneity over the model domain. The pilot points were then evenly distributed into the four zones by manual placement. Each zone contained the same number of pilot points. In this study, seven models were developed employing seven zone ratios (i.e., 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30; figure 2) to investigate the model performance. The simulations of groundwater flow under both steady-state and transient conditions were carried out using MODFLOW code [15], operated and visualized within the groundwater modelling system, GMS [16]. The model was discretised in the Layer Property Flow package, LPF [17], using a homogenous horizontal model of 50 m by 50 m grid cells. The catchment boundary was set as a no-flow boundary assuming no flux flowing through the boundary (figure 1b). Downstream, a small stream after the spring was set as a specified head boundary using time-variant specified head, CHD [18]. A constant value of 0.3 was set
for the porosity to represent the carbonate formation [19]. The drain package, DRN [18] was used to model the surface drainage network of the recharge area. The streams’ surface drain conductance was set between 2,700 and 8,125 m/d. To simulate recharge to the aquifer, the recharge package RCH [18] was used. The SCS-CN [20] and Penman-Monteith [21] methods were applied to calculate surface runoff and evapotranspiration respectively.

**Figure 2.** Spatial distributions of pilot points in seven models constructed using HZB distribution.

### 2.3. Model calibration

The $K_h$ values are set to range between 0.1 and 250 m/d to represent karst limestone [22,23]. The initial $K_h$ values then feed the transient simulation which aims to calibrate the specific yield (Sy) and $K_h$ values. Transient simulation covers the period from January 2011 to August 2011, divided into 8 monthly stress periods, with each comprising of 10 time steps. In both steady-state and transient simulations, PEST [24] was used. A calibration criterion for both the steady-state and transient simulations was employed to match simulated heads with observed heads. Daily data collected from 7 observation wells in the catchment for the duration of January, 2011 ~ April, 2012 were used as observed heads. The model calibration was accomplished by analysing the models’ performance specified by statistical goodness-of-fit measures – the mean absolute error (MAE$_h$), root mean squared error of head (RMSE$_h$) and Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient (NSE$_h$) – as objective functions.

### 3. Results and discussion

#### 3.1. Model calibration

Generally, the error statistics of all models using the two pilot points distribution methods are small in regards to RMSE$_h$ values (between 0.35 m and 0.71 m), confirming that all models are capable of reproducing hydraulic heads to a satisfactory level. The model performances in transient simulation are overall considered satisfactory in regards to RMSE$_h$ values, which vary from 0.36 m to 0.44 m.

#### 3.2. Effect of pilot-point properties on model performance

Figure 4a show the model performances of the seven models developed using the HZB method. The model performances, represented by RMSE$_h$, increase by 13.49% when the zone ratio increases from 1 to 15, resulting in the increase of pilot-point number from 8 to 78. Conversely, the model performance
drops by 20.04% for subsequent increase of pilot-point number from 78 to 153 as a result of the zone ratio increase from 15 to 30. Although assigning more pilot points in the parameterisation step helps to increase the model performances, represented by decreased RMSE\(_h\), too many pilot points prevent the model from achieving better result during calibration. This condition might be attributed to improper parameterisation of pilot-point properties, which causes over-parameterisation, thus overfitting. Processing speed is principally essential when dealing with a large number of pilot points. As the complexity arises due to the added number of points, large numbers of iterations take place in the optimisation process. Figure 4b shows the processing time incurred by the HZB methods.
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**Figure 3.** The result of model calibration showing: (a) model performance (RMSE\(_h\)) vs. zone ratio, which shows the impact of pilot-point density on the performances of the HZB models; and (b) Processing time incurred by the HZB models.

4. Conclusions
In this study, new approach of using geometric features of pilot point and distribution of hydraulic gradient over the catchment area is presented to efficiently configure pilot point distribution in the calibration step of a groundwater model. The Head Zonation-based (HZB) technique was applied on seven zone ratios (1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30) on an eogenetic karst catchment in Rote Island, Indonesia and their performances were assessed. Overall, the observed-versus-simulated scatterplots of the seven models represented by considerably low RMSE\(_h\) values in the transient simulation, indicate that a satisfactory level of model-to-observation fitting is obtained. The results show that the model performance increases by 13.49% when the zone ratio increases from 1 to 15, resulting in the increase of pilot-point number from 8 to 78. Conversely, the model performances drop by 20.04% after the increase of pilot-point number from 78 to 153 as a result of increased zone ratio from 15 to 30. It appears that although the use of many pilot points’ results in significant increase of model performance, the excessive pilot-point number obviously increases the computational time, and to some extent could lead to a decrease of model performance. Therefore, choosing a reasonable pilot-point number and an appropriate distribution method using a practical guideline is important in the parameterisation step of groundwater modelling. Hence, appropriate selection of pilot-points properties is critical in developing a physically-based groundwater model. Therefore, based on the model simulations developed in this study, the recommended zone ratio is between 10 and 20 when using the HZB distribution method.
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